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Solar flares

• Up to tens of percent of 
released magnetic energy 
goes into accelerating 
particles

• “Standard” flare model
• Particle acceleration in 

corona resulting from 
reconnection

• Particles stream down legs 
of flare loop

• Energy deposition in lower 
atmosphere produces hard 
X-ray (HXR) emission

• Chromospheric evaporation
• Hot plasma produces soft X-

ray (SXR) emission

(Sturrock 1968)

(Krucker et al. 2008)



Energetic particles, hot plasma

• Hot plasma from particle-driven 
heating

• “Neupert effect”

• On average in large flares, ~3 
times as much energy in particles 
as in SXR-emitting plasma (Emslie 
et al. 2012)

• Can particles produce the hottest 
temperatures?

• ~10–20 MK plasma typically 
consistent with chromospheric
evaporation and Neupert effect

• ≳30 MK (“super-hot”) plasma 
may be created by a different 
physical process in the corona 
(Caspi et al. 2015)

• Compression in loops?

• Coincident with coronal HXR 
source, suggesting a connection 
with the acceleration process

ratio of ~1/3



From flares to microflares

• Role of flares in coronal 
heating?

• Largest flares easier to 
study, but infrequent

• Many more microflares

• Flare frequency 
distribution

• Energy dominated by 
small events if power-law 
index ≳ 2

• Limited by 
selection/sensitivity 
effects

• RHESSI microflares in red

(Hannah et al. 2011)

index = 2



RHESSI microflare characteristics

• Are microflares smaller 
versions of large flares?

• SXR and HXR emission scale 
together

• Hot (but not super-hot?) 
plasma

• Much steeper nonthermal
spectra than in larger flares

(Hannah et al. 2008)



From microflares to nanoflares?

• Parker’s nanoflares?
• X-ray bright points
• Network flares
• Plumes
• EUV brightenings

• Do these events also 
accelerate electrons?

• Heating by an ensemble of 
unresolvable impulsive 
energy-release events

• Statistical steady-state 
temperature from high-
frequency heating

• High temperatures and 
shallow EM slopes from low-
frequency heating

(Klimchuk 20015)



RHESSI observations

• Non-flaring (NF) active 
regions

• McTiernan (2009)

• ~6–8 MK plasma, even 
up to 11 MK

• Quiet Sun (QS)

• Hannah et al. (2010)

• Best upper limits on >3 
keV emission

• Constrains high-
temperature tail of DEM

(Hannah et al. 2010)



Grazing-incidence

reflective optics

Direct SXR/HXR imaging of the Sun

FOXSI sounding rocket (2012, 2014, 2018) HEROES balloon (2013)

NuSTAR (2012–present) And beyond!



FOXSI sounding rocket

• PI: Lindsay Glesener
(UMN)

• Two successful flights 
(2012, 2014)

• Great luck catching 
microflares!

• Planned third flight 
(summer 2018)

• Energy range: ~4–15 keV

• Angular resolution: ~5” 
FWHM

(Glesener et al., 15th RHESSI Workshop)



FOXSI-2 AR observations

• Multiple active regions in 
FOV, separately imaged

• Coordinated observations 
with Hinode/XRT of AR 
12230

(from FOXSI team)

AR 12230



FOXSI-2 AR DEM constraints

Hinode/XRT allows for >10 
MK plasma 

FOXSI observations preclude 
significant >10 MK plasma

(from FOXSI team)



FOXSI-2 quiet Sun constraints

Investigate regions with no 
apparent activity

Place constraints on thermal 
plasma parameters

(from FOXSI team)



Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope 
ARray (NuSTAR)

• Astrophysics mission 
capable of pointing at the 
Sun

• 3–79 keV

• 18” FWHM resolution

• Large effective area

• Low rate limit, so not 
optimized for bright active 
regions, much less flares

• Seven observation 
campaigns so far, via 
TOOs (e.g., occulted ARs)

(Grefenstette et al. 2016)

AR 12192



Example of NuSTAR microflare

• <A1 microflares in 
AR12333

• Microflare spectrum not 
isothermal at impulsive 
time (see right)

• Outside of impulsive 
time, fit well by 3–3.5 MK 
isothermal

• No counts >7 keV due to 
short effective exposure 
(~2% livetime)

(Hannah et al., 15th RHESSI Workshop)



Example of NuSTAR non-flaring AR

(Hannah et al. 2016)Isothermal plasmas of 3–4.5 MK



FOXSI SMEX mission concept

• Focusing Optics X-ray Solar 
Imager (FOXSI) SMEX proposal 
to be submitted next month 
(PI: Steven Christe, GSFC)

• FOXSI uses direct imaging of 
hard X-rays to obtain the high 
sensitivity and high dynamic 
range needed to make 
breakthrough observations

• First direct-focusing HXR 
observatory dedicated and 
specifically optimized for the 
Sun (starting late 2021)

• Finest angular resolution 
achievable with thin-shell 
technologies for HXR imaging

• Pixelated solid-state detectors 
with high-count-rate capability

14-meter focal length



FOXSI and the smallest events

• Observe ~1–2 orders-
of-magnitude smaller 
events than RHESSI

• Identify the presence of 
accelerated electrons in 
events seen at other 
wavelengths (e.g., UV)

• Large event statistics to 
extend the flare-
frequency distribution 
at the small end

RHESSI

FOXSI



FOXSI and active regions

AR DEMs depend on 
nanoflare-model parameters

FOXSI has the sensitivity to 
distinguish between models

Can also see nonthermal spectra

if nanoflares accelerate electrons!

frequency, peak heating rate, duration



Summary

• Particles are a significant (if not dominant) source 
of heating in large flares

• Flare-like processes appear to scale down to the 
limits of RHESSI sensitivity, with some differences

• Pathfinder observations by the FOXSI sounding 
rocket and NuSTAR demonstrate the significant 
advantage of direct X-ray focusing

• FOXSI SMEX will address these science questions 
systematically and comprehensively!


